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The Thrill of The Hunt
www.TypoBounty.com
Be A Successful Internet Error Hunter!

Be First To Tell All Of Your Friends About This Game!
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Current Contests as of 4/2/2016
10,000 for 10,000 Contest
Only the first 10,000 users that build a team of 50+ members are eligible. The winner
receives $10,000.

$1,000,000 Team Leader Challenge
This contest is open to all hunters that build a team. The winner is awarded the million
dollar prize. Get in on this!
Let’s Be Clear. Only The Team Leader Gets The Money.
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Introduction
There is an old saying that goes, “Quality over quantity”. The Internet is the
poster child for information quantity. It has grown exponentially and continues to
grow rapidly as more and more people use it for a vast variety of purposes.
However, the presentation quality of this information is greatly lacking.
TypoBounty.com is changing that by creating a win-win environment for web
surfers and website owners. Website owners gain attention and help for their
websites by asking hunters for help perfecting their website and business
marketing efforts.
TypoBounty.com realizes that spell checking the entire Internet and making it
error-free is a very large job. OK, an enormous job. But that only makes it an
enormous opportunity for our hunters. That’s where you come in!
Every error that you see on websites could be worth two dollars or more in
your pocket.
You have an enormous opportunity to make money as you surf the web!

Having The Proper Hunter Mindset

NEVER REPORT ANY TYPE OF ERROR THAT THE WEBSITE OWNER
DOES NOT SPECIFICALLY ASK FOR!
Doing so only annoys the website owner and/or allows them to fix the
problems without paying you or anyone else once the advertiser changes
what he/she is asking help with.
Advertisers often modify the category of help they will pay for over time.
Don’t blow it for everyone by reporting items they don’t ask for. No matter
how blatant the error, if you report in an error category that they did not
specify, it is considered to be an INVALID REPORT that is not to be paid
for.
Just like with any game, there are those that will do well in the competition and
earn lots of money using the TypoBounty.com website. Then there are those that
will not do well.
What’s the difference? Those that will do well understand that most websites are
owned by individuals with day jobs. They are just like the rest of us. They aren’t
just trying to give money away. So, don’t act like they are.
They are looking for help making their business a success. They don’t want their
time wasted by someone that is just trying to get in their pocket. If you see an
opportunity to make a legitimate contribution to their website within the
parameters of the categories they select, you are encouraged to create a report.
However, if you think that bombarding our clients with frivolous reports or reports
that do not match what the client is asking for will pay off, you will be
disappointed. They don’t have to pay for reports that refer to errors or help they
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didn’t ask for. They are free to use your unsolicited suggestion and not pay you
a dime. The only thing you will accomplish is to waste your time and eventually
get your account cancelled. (Note: Our clients can penalize your account with a
single click of a button. As the penalties accumulate your account becomes less
effective and auto-cancels.) So, please stay within the rules of the
TypoBounty.com site.
The best mindset is to have an attitude of “How can I help this website
accomplish its goals by reporting in the areas specified?” Only make reports
when you know you are right and when you have done exactly what the website
owner has asked for. That’s the only way that you will get paid and the only way
to keep your account from being penalized, reducing your attempt to report in the
future. That’s the beauty of this game. If the quality and validity of your reports
drops, so does your ability to earn money. If the quality and validity of your
reports are maintained the sky is the limit for what you can earn.
Be Nice
Be Self-Disciplined
Be Helpful
Be Honest
Be Studious
Be Creative
Be Enthusiastic

The Vast Opportunity
Since there are so many ways that TypoBounty.com can help businesses
succeed, its appeal to the business public is growing as they learn of the help
they can receive. The potential earning opportunities grow as business owners
hear about us, and more hunters join as we grow more popular.
At first, it would seem that more hunters joining would dilute the amount of
money that can be made on TypoBounty.com but that is not true. Think of it this
way. An increase in the number of hunters DIRECTLY CORRELATES to an
increase in the number of websites referred to us. As our hunter numbers grow,
website owners seeking publicity for their businesses will list their websites to get
their products in the center of all of the action. All of this equates to greater
opportunities for all hunters. So, be the first to tell all of your friends and
family about this opportunity and make sure that they tell all of their
friends. As others refer websites and miss errors, you can capitalize by
grabbing the earning opportunities.
There are billion dollar earning opportunities through TypoBounty.com.
Become a TypoBounty.com error hunter and you will never view the Internet in
the same way again. Every error that you see on websites could be worth two
dollars or more in your pocket.
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Whether you choose to hunt errors casually by just reporting errors and
refer websites as you run across them in your daily web surfing, or you
elect to search for errors intently by using search engines to find them, this
is a fun way to help others and earn money at the same time.

Search Engines Are Valuable Hunter Tools
Search engines are excellent tools for finding the websites with errors.
You see, search engines index website web pages and their text just as it is.
That means that if a website owner makes a mistake like misspelling a word,
search engines index that misspelled word as it is written.
Searching for common mistakes can really pay off.
We tested the theory and searched for the word “receive” but intentionally
misspelled it as “recieve”.
The mistake was found on over 14 million web pages. With payments averaging
two dollars for each instance, that is a lot of potential money on the table. Think
about it. That is just one root word! What other common mistakes can you
think of to search?
Remember, there are a lot of search engines and many of them index different
web pages. So, use several different search engines to hunt for the best
opportunities.
Error-riddled websites are everywhere. Once you find them, you can refer them
to TypoBounty.com and have each successfully referred website reserved for
you for two days. This reserve feature goes into effect when the website owner
lists his/her website on TypoBounty.com within a month of your referral.

Secret To Hunting Like A Sniper
TypoBounty.com has different hunter levels to achieve. Show what you know.
The race to see which hunter will reach each of the levels first is on.
To reach the “Sniper” level quickly you will have to be innovative in your approach
to locating and referring the websites that have errors. Referring websites that
you notice errors on is the key but remember you can feast earn for errors that
others miss after they successfully refer websites. Also, remember that many
website owners will list their websites without being referred. So, the reporting
feature is open to all from day one.
Only refer websites that have incentive to be better at what they do.
You see, just like a real sniper, your success depends on your ability to find the
target and accurately perform the job at hand.
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- No one goes to the websites that you go to in the same order that you go to
them.
- No one sees every error that you see at the same time that you see them.
- No one has the exact same level of understanding and error spotting ability as
you do.
So, use your individual talents, understanding and searching tendencies to
locate, spot, refer, report and earn money for what you see online.
“Website owners make mistakes when they build and edit their websites.
So, errors are reoccurring and the opportunity to earn doubles, triples and
quadruples.”
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What To Look For
Much of the Internet’s information is riddled with errors that detract from the
owner’s intended message. Trillions of errors like misspelled words, poor
punctuation, lack of clarity, missing graphics, broken links and so much more
exist online. Now you can earn money for finding these problems and reporting
them first.
1. As you surf the web, you see the errors even though you aren’t looking for
them.

Example 1. Have you ever run across an error on a website that looks like this?
“We will will be the best at what we do.”
The author clearly meant to say
“We will be the best at what we do.”
That single editing mistake, if reported by you first, could have added $2.00 to
your pocket. Imagine how many instances like this exist online.

Example 2. Have you ever seen errors like this?
“Please allow 3 weaks for delivery.”
The author clearly meant to say
“Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.”
That single spelling mistake, if reported by you first, could have added $2.00 to
your pocket. Imagine how many instances like this exist online.
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The Report
The report is the most important part of the TypoBounty.com experience. You
have to be right and you have to be first. Being first but wrong does you NO
GOOD. And being right but second has the same result. However, being RIGHT
and FIRST can be a very lucrative thing!
When creating a report, remember to be respectful and helpful. This can’t be
stressed enough. The website owner owns their website and has control of the
money you seek.
The website owner determines whether to request help for a single page or their
entire website. The indication of their decision will be in the upper left hand
corner on the advertiser’s listing.
You will see
or
. The “P” = Single Page and the “W” = Entire Website.
Always look here first and abide by the website owner’s selection.

Successfully Referring Websites
Referring websites is the most effective way to earn money in bursts using
TypoBounty.com. When referring a website you have to remember to claim the
website first. Then refer them.
Once the website owner lists his/her website on TypoBounty.com within a month
of your referring them, the report feature will be reserved for you for two days.
Then it will be opened to all hunters.
Everyone knows that using a search engine can help you find websites with
common mistakes. (misspelled words, poor punctuation, etc.) However, there is
a need to think about which websites to refer and which are a waste of time.
There is a “rule of thumb” for referring websites successfully.
If you find a website that has an error, determine what the purpose of the website
is before referring them. There’s no reason to refer websites that have little
chance of listing. The websites that have the highest chance of getting listed on
TypoBounty.com have certain attributes. 1) They sell products or advertising 2)
They provide information for an industry or niche market, 3) They represent a
small business trying to gain attention. 4) The website is trying to reach the
masses with a particular message. Owners of these types of websites more
readily recognize the benefit of listing their web pages on TypoBounty.com to
gain the traffic.
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Also, look for websites that are already being advertised. They already show that
they are interested in gaining traffic. If they have errors, you should refer them
immediately before someone else does.
Think about it. There are a lot of websites that aren’t trying to reach large
amounts of people. Those owners just consider their websites to be their corner
of the web and aren’t interested in providing quality content. Referring pages like
forums, and personal web pages is essentially a waste of time.
Remember, we provided an email template for you to use when referring
websites but that email is not the only way to refer a website. It is a template that
you need to tweak to make it work for the website being contacted.
Note: Emails are taken more seriously when the owner is addressed by name or
when the email includes information that proves that you are actually viewing
their website. For instance, if you are contacting the owner of a website that sells
flowers. You can throw a line in that says,
“You sell some great looking floral arrangements on your site. You could
probably sell a lot of flowers by listing your website on TypoBounty.com. Did you
know about this?”
Again, that is just a template. Tweak it and modify it to fit the need. That kind of
statement catches the website owner’s attention.
Also, the subject line is very important. Never use a pitch type subject heading, it
stands a chance of being deleted before it is read.
So, be smart about it and never send out bulk email or spam.

The TypoBounty.com Toolbar
We understand that our users run across errors and opportunities in places and
times that they don’t expect. So, in order to make it as easy as possible to earn
as much as possible, we have created the TypoBounty.com Toolbar.
The toolbar allows users to login, claim and refer websites right from their
computer desktop.
By using the TypoBounty.com Toolbar, the user can also determine if a website
has been claimed previously.
The toolbar also has built-in, quick loading email templates and instructions.
Simply stated, the toolbar is designed to help the hunter hunt more efficiently.
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The TypoBounty App
The TypopBounty app is in app stores for both Apple and Android.
The app makes building a large team easy by integrating with your social media,
and contact lists.
We understand that much of what you read online is via your smartphone. So,
now you can claim your even when you are on the fly. When you see content
errors just claim and report them. You are now empowered to make a difference.

Game Competition
Competing with others to find and report errors first is actually a fun way to help
website owners and earn cash. The competition to reach the different hunter
levels first can be a powerful driver for our users. We intend to offer prizes to the
users that reach the different hunter levels first.
The user’s username will also be permanently listed on the TypoBounty.com
website.

Basic Rules Recap
1. Don’t contact the advertiser unless you know that you are
correct in what you are reporting or that you are certain
that you have made a valid promotion posting.
2. Only do what the advertiser asks for. Stick to dealing with
the pages they specify.
3. Remember, the website owner owns their website.
Determining a report’s worth or lack thereof is their
decision.
4. TypoBounty.com’s forum is a positive communication
area. It IS NOT a complaint center. Use it to get better at
what you do and help others become better. DO NOT use it
to bash, trash talk, or to discuss disagreements with the
website owner’s decision concerning your report. We have
an arbitration section for that.
5. Be patient. Understand that advertisers often have other
jobs that make their payment dates vary. We have seen
payments made on the same day of the report and we’ve
seen reports take 3 weeks to be addressed. So, please be
patient.
6. Understand that TypoBounty.com is a work in progress.
We are not perfect……yet.
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7. Have fun and realize you can make a difference and make
money while you do it.

Payments
All payments are made using the secure Paypal system. All users are required to
create a free Paypal account at Paypal.com. This will allow you to receive
payments via your email address. Paypal accounts are free and easy to set up.
After setting up your free Paypal account, simply link it to your free
TypoBounty.com account by supplying your email address and you are ready to
go.
Payment times vary. We have seen payments happen the same day that valid
reports are created and we have seen payments made three weeks after the
valid report is filed. Please remember that our clients are often website owners
that have day jobs. Payments are often around the 1st and the 15th of the month.

Icon Definitions
Icon definitions can be found on the main page of the TypoBounty.com website
and on the “Become a Hunter” page of TypoBounty.com. Also, you can place
your cursor over individual icons to have the definition pop up.
We are always adding new features for website owners to choose from. Check
our website for the latest list.

Team Building
Building your team is one of the most powerful things you can do on
TypoBounty.com. Prizes, insights and millions of dollars will be awarded to top
team leaders. One of the most powerful tools for building your team is the
TypoBounty app. It can connect with your social media contacts, and email
lists, allowing you to easily get your friends to join your team using
predetermined messages.
You get points toward winning our tournaments for each of your team
member’s successful reports.
Currently, there are tournaments for $10,000 and $1,000,000.
In order to enter our tournaments, you must create a team. More tournaments
will be launched as these are paid out.
USE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA TO SPREAD YOUR TEAM # and request for
others to join your team. The larger your team grows, the better chance you
have to win!

